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Genre    
Show with a parade and an aerial part, on a festive place 
or urban area. A unique large scale aerial attraction that 
includes prowess, fine arts and music .

MEMORIES
Which child didn't dream whilst lying underneath a 
mobile, their nose under a string of characters balancing 
at the end of a nylon wire... 

IMAGINE...
Imagine the same mobile, made of flesh and bone drum 
majors, suspended from a crane...
Imagine that a frail trapezist appears in the middle 
of this celestial cluster, and spreads a slight wind of 
extravagance while gracefully balancing... Imagine the 
constant beats, the high-pitched sets and dull rumbles 
of a sextet of celestial drummers... Imagine this human 
mobile suspended above water, from a cathedral’s spire 
or in the night sky... but why should we imagine - Mobile 
Homme does exist !

THE RYTHM   
The off-beat rhythm brings the drummers to the 
frontline. At the end of the line of lead drummers comes 
a character a bit out of place, called the “Pignouf”, who 
prefers flirting with the spectators, testing the sound 
of rubbish bins and playing the triangle and any other 
object which falls in his path rather than keeping in 
line... It’s only once the mobile lifts up that we discover 
that under this clowny character was hiding a beautiful 
trapezist.

PROGRESS   
The intervention unfolds in two movements :
à THE ARRIVAL :
Flash apparition with the commando of drummers 
lancing into musical pre-ambulations interacting with 
the public.  Existing architectural structures are explored 
and exploited to the full by the drummers during these 
interventions : fountains, balconies, hidden doorways or 
forgotten courtyards...

à THE BOUQUET : 
The ultimate apparition of the drummers happens with 
the evolution of the mobile developing and unfolding 
with the music above the public. The duration of this 
second movement is of approx. 15 minutes including the 
trapezist’s show.

THE SHOW
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TECHNICAL RIDER

à

LIFTING    
à The structure that lifts the musicians is a steel 
structure (like giant Calder's mobile) with a total laden 
weight of 1000 kg.
à The lifting of the structure and its musicians will be 
done using a telescopic crane of 70 tons minimum with 
a minimum boom of 40 m and a flying jib of 10 m inclined 
between 15 to 40° (compulsory).

SPACE    
à The area of performance must be big enough to 
welcome the audience expected.
à Space reserved during the day is of 13 m x 9 m for the 
crane and 12 m x 8 m for the mobile.

SOUND
à  A sound system for the musicians is necessary 
(except for urban spaces confined enough with buildings 
returning the sounds).
à 7 HF chest mike type Shure or Sennheiser will be 
assigned to the musicians.
à System of diffusion adapted to the site including 2 PA 
point (minimum) on folding rostrums (2,5 m high).
à A sound technician will assure set up, sound checks, 
and PA system during the show.

N.B. : detailed technical rider provided upon request

LIGHT
(compulsory for a nocturnal version)  
à 4 follow spots 2 500 HMI with 4 follow spots operators, 
placed on 1m high stages (4m² minimum surface).

SET UP AND REHEARSALS
A duration of 3 hours (minimum) is necessary for the 
adjustments and balance of the Mobile, the sound
check and the general rehearsal with all the participants 
of the show

DRESSING ROOMS 
Anticipate a warm dressing room for 10 people, near 
by the site of representation, which can be locked, with 
toilets, water point, tables, chairs, mirrors, goblets, 
snacks and drinks. Comfortable floor which enables the 
trapezist and comedians to stretch.

OTHER REQUIREMENTS
à The organiser will provide 4 crew to help for take 
off and landing. The same crew will be provided for 
rehearsal and show.
à Garding of the site tduring meals and at night.



A few DATES

PURMEREND (NL), Reuring Festival
DUBLIN (IR), Bastille Festival

2007  CHANGWON  (KR), City festival 
BLACKPOOL (UK), Festival Spring into Blackpool 
LONDRINA ET S AO JOSE DO RIO PRETO (BR), 
Festival do Teatro 
RAMONVILLE, 20ème du festival de rue
TAIPEI (TW), Arts Festival 

2008   TAIWAN (TW), Lantern Festival  
 BUCAREST (RO), Festival BFIT 
 TORONTO (CA), Just for Laughs Festival

2009  ST PETERSBURG (RU)
BRASILIA (BR)
BANGKOK (TH), Siam Paragon anniversary

2010  ADELAIDE (AU), Womadelaïde Festival
VANCOUVER (CA), Olympiade Culturelle
ROTTERDAM (NL), opening of the Tour de France
CROZON (29), Festival du Bout du Monde
SIBIU (RO), International Theatre Festival

2011  MAIPU (CHL), Festival Santiago a Mil
 SINGAPOUR (SGP), GP Formule 1 
 PUEBLA (MEX), Festival

2012 ACAPULCO (MX)
 VINNYTSIA (UKR)
 ANSAN (KOR), Ansan Festival
 PERM (RUS), Festival
 VALLON PONT D'ARC, Grotte Chauvet

2013 DUBLIN (IRL)
 RIGA (LVA), Festival
 GLASGOW (UK), Fête de Noël
 MEDELLIN (COL), Fête de Noël

2014 ARKHANGELSK (RU)
 NEUCHÂTEL (CH)

2015 ZACATECAS (MX)
 LONDRES (UK)
 LILLE (FR), Lille 3000

2016 CLUJ-NAPOCA (RO)
 

1990   AURILLAC, création au Festival Eclat
1991  SOTTEVILLE LES ROUEN, Festival Vivacité

 CHALON SUR SAÔNE, Chalon dans la rue
1992   ALBERTVILLE, Olympic Games opening 

ceremony
VIENNE, festival Jazz à Vienne

1993  POZNAN (PL), Malta festival
1994  CALAIS, inauguration du tunnel sous la Manche 

PARIS, Feux à la Vilette
AMSTERDAM (NL), Festival Rock Lowland

1995  NAPLES (IT)
1996  CALVI (FR), Festival of Wind
1997  PALERMO (IT), New Year's celebration
1998  LIMBURG (NL), Limburg street Festival
1999  SAN SEBASTIAN (SP),opening of the feria

2000  HANOVRE (DE), World Fair

2001  MOSCOU (RU), Theatre Olympiades
MADRID (SP), City celeberations

 
2002  SANTA MARIA DE FEIRA (PT), 

Sete Sois Sete Luas
NEW HAVEN (USA), Festival of Arts and Ideas
REYKJAVIK (IS), Reykjavik Arts Festival
ATHÈNES (GR), New Year's celebration

2003   WIEN (DE), City celeberations
LAS VEGAS (USA), Cabaret Erotique

2004   TORONTO (CA)
ALMERIA (SP), Mediterranean Games
SHAWINIGAN (CA), Festival 5th street
ISTANBUL (TR), Ritmix Festival

2005  NORFOLK (UK), Norfolk & Norwich Festival

2006  ALBERTVILLE, passage of the Olympic Flame



TRANSE EXPRESS    

inventors of imagination

Founded in 1982 by Brigitte Burdin and Gilles Rhode, 
who assure the artistic direction, Transe Express plays 
in open spaces to provoke the meeting of a public. The 
company practices intervention theater and created 
celestial art.   
Without limitation, the artistic mediums and modes 
of expression the ingredients for our creators. Music, 
visual arts, circus skills, fire, literature, metallurgy, 
opera, rock, dance, with a preferentheatre, found at the 
corner of each of our philosophical stones.  
Shock creations which at times invest a stage, non-
conventional spaces but principally the streets, intriguing 
the public in their everyday lives, unique adventures to 
transform a city, to dress a strong moment of an era.  
 
The company is based in Southern France in la Gare 
à Coulisses, street art base where Transe Express 
develops residencies and artistic creation. The team is 
constituted of one hundred actors, acrobats, bell ringers, 
dancers, percussionists, singers, string quartets, 
welders, technicians, forgers and others. They make up 
the motley crew who regularly realises the project of the 
company : ephemeral creations or repertoire shows,  
close proximity, airborne or ambulating spectacles...

THE company

CREATIONS

1984 WOUAR CHOU BOU LOU, comedy 

1985 CIRQUE DE CARACTÈRE, co-realisation Archaos 

1986 LES TRIBULATIONS DE ROSEMONDE

1987 ITINÉRAIRE BIS, spectacular route

1988 BAR BARRE, dance-theatre 

1989 LES TAMBOURS, ambulation show

1990 MOBILE HOMME, aerial attraction 

1991 PHÉNOMÈNE, fantastic jazz theatre

1991 AVIS DE TEMPÊTE, street music and storm 

1992 L’HOMME CATAPULTÉ, funfair attraction

1993 TNT, rhythm and gesture comedy 

1994 HÉPHAISTOS, rythm and fire ritual

1996 MAUDITS SONNANTS, celestial art 

1997 OUH... LES CORNES, colorful tale

1999 LÂCHER DE VIOLONS, vertical emotion

1999 ROUE-AGES, Champs Elysées, decembre

2000 COCAGNE, monumentale music box

2000 LES 2000 COUPS DE MINUIT, 31 decembre 

2004 LES ROIS FAIGNANTS, naïve and urban fresco

2006 M.O.B., Mobile Oblique and Bucolic

2008 CABARET CHROMATIC, fauvist show

2011 LES TAMBOURS DE LA MUERTE

2013 LES POUPÉES GÉANTES, lyrical parade

2013COLIN TAMPON, Rythmical  escort at  your  service

2014 MÙ, Kinematics of fluids
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the irish times_15/07/06
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dauphinÉ libÉrÉ_19/09/06



salisbury journal_28/05/09
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credits and contacts

CONTACTS

à Productions 
NATIONAL
diffusion@transe-express.com
+ 33 (04) 75 40 68 61
INTERNATIONAL
spectacles@transe-express.com
+ 33 (04) 75 40 67 74

credits

à Design, concept, composition 
GILLES RHODE

à  Musicians (alternately)
RÉMI ALLAIGRE, OLIVIER BALAGNA, 
HOCINE BOUGUERRA,  JOEL CATALAN, 
JEAN-MARC CHAIX, MOUHSSINE KARTAF,
SYLVAIN ESNAULT, LOUIS GAUMETON, 
ELÉONORE GUILLEMAUD, LUCAS COMTE,
YANNIS  HENRY, JULIEN RAGAIGNE, 
AURELIEN ESCALA, MATTHIEU NEUMANN, 
RAPHAËL CARRARA, IVAN TZYBOULSKY, 
NAZIM ALIOUCHE, ALEXANDRE DOUCHET, 
IKO MADENGAR, GILLES RHODE, 
OLIVIER MIRANDE

à Trapezists (alternately)
AMELIE KOURIM, TARZANA FOURES, 
CLAIRE JARJAT

à Stage manager
BRIGITTE BURDIN, FRANK GAFFIOT, 
MATTHIEU PEROT

à Costumes
AGNÈS AUBRY

à Creation 
TRANSE EXPRESSà Communication 

com@transe-express.com
+ 33 (04) 75 40 68 60

In Association with Assahira 
Association ASSAHIRA
33 rue de Lattre de Tassigny 69009 LYON France 
www.assahira.com  / assahira@gmail.com
Tel : +33 (0)3 25 49 22 22

COMPAGNIE TRANSE EXPRESS
256 avenue de Judée - Ecosite du Val de Drôme
Quartier de Brunelle 
26400 EURRE

tél : 04 75 40 63 04
www.transe-express.com

TRANSE EXPRESS COMPANY SPONSORED BY :


